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SUMMARY

The probability of reactions among heterozygotes at the halothane
locus was investigated in 6 generations of British Landrace selected for
positive and negative reaction. Within lines the best fit was obtained
with a complete recessive model in which no heterozygotes react. A
proportion 0.20 of the expected heterozygous offspring from matings
between the lines gave positive reactions, but this could mainly be
explained by heterozygotes in the negative line. However, the incidence
was higher when born out of positive compared with negative dams (0.28 y.
0.12, P<0.01), suggesting some form of maternal effect on the probability
of reaction. When expected heterozygous females from positive and
negative dams were backcrossed to positive males, there was no difference
in incidence in the progeny (0.33 v 0.37), suggesting that the maternal
effect was not inherited. It was concluded that although most of the
observed reactions could be explained by a complete recessive model, the
probability of a heterozygote reacting might be affected by maternal
phenotype.
INTRODUCTION
The halothane test has been used for over 10 years as a selection
tool to distinguish pigs with a genetic predisposition to develop porcine
stress syndrome (PSS) and malignant hyperthermia syndrome (MH). PSS is
associated with increased lean content and transport losses, reduced
litter size and poor meat quality (eg, Webb et al, 1985).
A pig's
reaction to halothane has generally been assumed to be under the control
of a single completely recessive gene (n). In this model, animals of the
two genotypes NN and Nn are halothane negative (HN) whilst a proportion of
recessive homozygotes, nn, are halothane positive (HP). This proportion,
the penetrance, appears to vary between breed and test procedure (eg,
Eiffert, 1984). Although other models have been suggested to explain the
inheritance of malignant hyperthermia (Table 1), departures from a
recessive model have mainly been found when criteria other than halothane
reaction have been used. Carden (1982) used an incomplete recessive model,
in which 0.22 Nn react, to explain results observed in British Landrace
(BLR) lines selected on halothane reaction at the Animal Breeding Research
Organisation (ABR0). This paper reports the analysis of further
generations of these lines, and of test matings between them in order to
test the incomplete recessive model.
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TABLE 1 Summary of published models to explain the inheritance of stress
susceptibility in pigs.
Model

Breed

Penetrance"1"

Single recessive locus
- complete recessive
Belgian Landrace
Danish Landrace
Dutch Landrace
French Landrace
German Landrace
Swedish Landrace
Pietrain
Pietrain-Hampshire
Yorkshire
- incomplete recessive British Landrace
Single dominant locus
Two loci - recessive
- dominant
Multifactorial

Landrace cross
Pietrain cross
British Landrace
Poland China x
Yorkshire
Pietrain
Pietrain cross

0.64-0.87
1.00
1.30
0.83-1.00
0.87-0.95
0.50-1.00
0.90-0.99
0.90-0.99
Nn=0.22,
nn=0.91
0.67

References’1"1"

(13),(15)
(2)
(7)
(13)
(6),(15)
(8),(16)
(10),(13),(14)
(5),(17)
(8),(11)
(4)
(9)
(1)
(5)
(3)
(12)
(12)

+
Penetrance of nn unless specified
++ Authors : (1) Allen et al (1970); Andersen and Jensen (1977); (3)
Britt et al (1 978); (4) Carden (1982); (5) Carden et al (1983); (6)
Eiffert (1984); (7) Eikelenboom et al (1978); (8) Gahne et al (1983);
(9) Hall et al (1972); (10) Hanset et al (1983); (11) Mabry et al
(1981); (12) O'Brien et al (1986); (13) Ollivier et al (1978); (14)
Reik et al (1983); (1 5) Schmitten and Schepers (1 979); (16) Schneider
et al (1980); (17) Smith and Bampton (1977).
Triggering agent was halothane except for refs : (1) Plasma CPK; (3)
Muscle biopsy; (9) Halothane + Suxamethonium; (12) Halothane + plasma
CPK + erythrocyte fragility.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Frequencies of halothane reaction were analysed from three distinct
types of mating involving the ABRO BLR lines :
(1) Halothane selection lines (Generations 1 to 6). Animals were
selected for (HP line) or against (HN line) halothane reaction on
their own litter phenotype. There was a minimum of 8 sires and 24
litters per generation and line. The origin and maintenance of these
lines has been reported elsewhere (Carden et al, 1983).
(2) Inter-line matings (Generations 3 to 5). Parents from
generations 3, 4 and 5 were mated within and between lines for their
second and third litters (see Table 2).

(3) Backcrosses (BC 1 to 3). Expected Nn HN females from the (HP x
HN) and (HN x HP) inter-line matings (generations 3 and 4) were
backcrossed to boars from the HP and HN selection lines.
Offspring were halothane tested at 7 to 8 weeks. Genotype
frequencies and penetrances were estimated using maximum likelihood (ML)
based on the model given in Cannings et al (1978).
Selection was
accounted for by conditioning the likelihood on parental phenotype (except
in generation 1). Complete recessive models (no heterozygotes react)
were compared with incomplete recessive models (a proportion of
heterozygotes react) using likelihood ratio test statistics.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Selection lines
The frequency of HP was changed from an initial 0.12 to 0.83 and 0.01
after two generations of selection and 0.95 and 0.00 after six, in the HP
and HN lines respectively.
The ML estimates of genotype frequency and penetrance (Table 2)
suggest that the HN line still contained a proportion of Nn (0.21 to
0.54) up to generation 5, while the HP line was estimated to be homozygous
nn from generation 3. An incomplete recessive model gave a significantly
better fit to the data than a complete recessive model only in generations
2 (HP line) and 4 (HN line), in which the estimated proportions of Nn
reactors were 0.22 and 0.1 0 respectively. The proportion of nn reactors
ranged from 0.73 to 1.00. Analyses of the initial generation had indicated
a significantly higher proportion of females reacting than males (Carden
and Webb, 1984). However, no sex difference in reaction was observed in
generations 3 to 5.
TABLE 2 Maximum likelihood estimates of genotype frequency and
penetrance in the British Landrace selection lines.
HN line

HP line

Genotype frequency'+ Penetrance Genotype frequency-1- Penetrance
Generation

NN

Nn

Nn

nn

Nn

nn

Nn

nn

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.45
0.78
0.62
0.79
0.54
1.00

0.54
0.22
0.38
0.21
0.46
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.00
“

0.73
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.32
0.51

0.68
0.49
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.00
0.22

0.86
0.94
0.88
0.93
0.92
0.95

-

“

_

“

+ Frequency of nn (HN line) and NN (HP line) = 0.00
Standard error of genotype frequency (Nn) ranged from 0.09 to 0. 18.
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The selection lines did not provide a powerful test of alternative
genetic models due to the small number of segregating litters. The lack
of change in genotype frequency (Nn) in the HN line may have been due to
sampling errors resulting from small sample sizes. Also, the lines would
be subject to genetic drift and selection for modifier genes (especially
the HP line). The results obtained from the selection lines may therefore
not be applicable to a commercial population..
2.

Inter-line matings
The overall incidence of reaction in the (HN x HP) and (HP x HN)
classes pooled over generations (Table 3) was 0.199, which was in
agreement with the 0.22 predicted by Carden (1982) provided both lines
were homozygous. However, although the HP line was likely to be
homozygous, the HN line still contained a proportion of Nn (Table 2).
Allowing for this, the estimated proportions of Nn reactors were 0.033 in
generation 3 and zero in the remainder. The majority of the reactions in
the inter-line classes could therefore be accounted for by the presence of
Nn in the HN line.
.
TABLE. 3 Pooled incidence of reaction in inter-line matings
generations 3, 4 and 5.
Selection line
Sire

Dam

HN
HN
HP
HP

HN
HP
HN
HP

in

Offspring tested
Expected
offspring
genotype
NN
Nn
Nn
nn

No.
sire
families

No.
litters

Total

20
21
22
23

28
36
37
33

240
302
287
267

Proportion
HP
0.029
0.275
0.118
0.910

Significance tests:(HNxHN:1-1/2 [(HNxHP)+(HPxHN)], (HNxHP)- (HPxHN);

PC0.01

At the present time, progeny testing by test-mating to known nn is
the only accurate method of genotyping animals.
If no heterozygotes
react, only one test litter is required. However, if for example 0.05 or
0.22 Nn react, then up to 3 or 6 test litters would be required to
accurately genotype each candidate with a probability of 0.95, making this
method of genotyping prohibitively expensive on a commercial scale.
A reciprocal difference in incidence was observed between the (HP x
HN) and (HN x HP) classes (Table 3) in generations 3 to 5 but was
significant only in 3 and 5. Although this might be explained by a higher
frequency of Nn in HN sires than in HN dams, its observed occurrence in
each of the three generations is unlikely to be due to chance sampling
alone. This suggests the possibility that a proportion of Nn do react and
that
there may be some maternal influence,
either
genetic
or
environmental, on the expression of halothane reaction in offspring.
A
maternal inheritance effect was tested in the backcrosses.
Mitochondria have been implicated in the aetiology of PSS through
their role in calcium regulation (Cheah et al, 1984).
It is known that
mitochondria are maternally inherited and contain DNA (Watanabe et al,

1985) and so could provide a mechanism for an HP dam to transfer to her
offspring a greater susceptibility to the halothane test.
3.

Backcrosses
The possibility of maternal inheritance was tested by comparing the
incidence of reaction in offspring from (HP x HN) and (HN x HP) dams
backcrossed to HP and HN sires. Pooled results from BC1, 2 and 3 showed
no significant difference between the reciprocals (Table 4), indicating
that there was no evidence of maternal inheritance.
HP dams could also affect their offsprings’ reaction to halothane by
modifying both the pre- and postnatal environment, for example, by
affecting the supply of nutrients. The mechanism by which a maternal
environmental effect could influence halothane reaction some weeks after
weaning is unknown.
Deviations from expected incidences for a complete recessive gene
were observed in all four mating types (Table 4). The excess in the HN x
Nn classes could be explained by the presence of some Nn sires. The
deficiency in the HP x Nn classes could have been caused by seasonal
(temperature) effects or a deficit of nn offspring as suggested by blood
typing studies (P. Imlah, personal communication), in which case a
reduction in litter size is expected. This is being investigated.
.TABLE 4 Incidence of reaction in the pooled results from the three
backcrosses in British Landrace.

Selection
line of
sire

Parental
mating
type of
dam

HN
HN
HP
HP

HN
HP
HN
HP

x
x
x
x

HP
HN
HP
HN

Offspring tested
No. sire
families
8
8
20
23

No.
Proportion
litters Total
HP
19
26
36
46

151
180
343
360

0.033
0.050
0.325
0.372

Significance+
A
*
**
**

B

NS
NS

**

+Significance tests A ■- observed y, expected with complete recessive model
and 0.9 nn reactors; B - contrast of [(HNxHP)-(HPxHN)) dams
CONCLUSIONS
This study did not support an earlier report of Carden (1982) which
suggested an incomplete recessive model with 0.22 Nn reactors in BLR.
There was, however, an indication of a maternal effect on the probability
of reaction although this did not appear to be inherited in later
generations.
The study highlights the problems of investigating models of
inheritance in small populations with no direct method of genotyping
individuals.
Use of high and low selection lines results in few
segregating litters and may cause changes in the genetic background
which alter the expression of the gene compared with the original
commercial stock. Therefore, informative test matings between accurately
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genotyped animals representative of the commercial type would prove the
most reliable test for alternative models of inheritance.
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